
Regulations for pets  
 
 
Pets are welcome at our hotel, but out of respect for other guests and normal hygiene rules, 
owners must ensure the rules below are followed:  
 

1. Small and small-medium dogs are allowed. 

2. If you are bringing your pet, you must inform us when you book or when you check in. 
 

3. The Management reserves the right to accept pets at their sole discretion, and pets must 
correspond to the description provided by the guest. 

 
4. The cost for pets is €10.00 per night, to cover more thorough room cleaning and the use of 

suitable cleaning and sanitising products.  

5. Pets must remain on the ground and must not be carried. They must be kept on a leash at 
all times both inside the Hotel and in the areas belonging to the Hotel. 

6. Only one pet is permitted per room. 

7. Guests must bring adequate items to ensure their pet’s well-being, including carriers and 
travel pet beds. 

8. Guests must not use bedlinen or towels for their pets (for cleaning, to sleep on, etc.). 
 

99..  PPEETTSS  MMUUSSTT  NNOOTT  BBEE  AALLLLOOWWEEDD  TTOO  JJUUMMPP  OONNTTOO  BBEEDDSS,,  CCHHAAIIRRSS,,  TTAABBLLEESS,,  EETTCC..  
 

10. Pets must be used to living indoors and must be clean and groomed.  

11. Owners must ensure their pets do not disturb other guests. 
 

1122..  PPEETTSS  MMUUSSTT  NNOOTT  BBEE  LLEEFFTT  AALLOONNEE  IINN  TTHHEE  RROOOOMM  DDUURRIINNGG  YYOOUURR  SSTTAAYY  ((DDAAYY  OORR  NNIIGGHHTT))..  

  
13. The dog can be brought into the breakfast room. The dog must stay at the table and not 

walk around the room. 

On the first day, arrangements must be made with the room manager on the table to be 

occupied. However, the table must be on the sides of the room in order to keep the dog at 

an adequate distance from other guests, who may not like its proximity. 

Owners are recommended to behave in order not to disturb other guests with the 

presence of their animal. 

 
14. All cleaning and sanitisation operations required, and the repair of any damage caused in 

the room by pets, will be charged in full to the owners. 
 

15. If any traces (hair, excrement, etc.) are found on the bedlinen or towels, the pet owner will 
be charged for the contaminated item as per the price list that can be consulted at 
Reception. 



 
16. The owner is responsible for the repair and/or replacement of any objects soiled or 

damaged by their pet. 

17. The housekeeping staff will clean the room at the following conditions: 
• If the pet is not in the room; 
• If the pet is temporarily placed in its carrier. 

 
18. Times can be optimised by contacting Reception. 

 
19. The Management reserves the right, at any time and without notice, to terminate the stay 

of guests who fail to observe the indications above. 
 
 
 
 

 


